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A cold case, filed

Nearly two years after East Antarctica's Conger ice shelf collapsed, an expert uses forensic evidence to uncover what happened

$250 million announced for ocean-climate solutions

Leading funders of ocean research join forces at COP28 to launch the Ocean Resilience & Climate Alliance

The unsung heroes fighting against climate change

WHOI's Ken Buesseler explains how twilight zone fish help trap billions of tons of carbon every year

#HumansofWHOI: Alicia Booker

As WHOI's ombudsperson, Booker shares how she creates a space for reflection, resolution, and growth

New Alvin blueprint t-shirt

Enjoy 15% off when you use discount code CYBER23 (holiday sale ends December 14)

WHOI IN THE NEWS

THE WASHINGTON POST

Rare lobster found in Maine is two sexes and two colors

AP NEWS

Penguin parents sleep for just a few seconds at a time to guard newborns, study shows

MONGABAY

Analysing the history of the Indian Ocean with past cruise records and sediment cores

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
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